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Abstract

Let G be a graph with edge set E(G) that admits a perfect matching
M . A forcing set of M is a subset of M contained in no other perfect
matchings of G. A complete forcing set of G, recently introduced by
Xu et al. [Complete forcing numbers of catacondensed hexagonal sys-
tems, J. Combin. Optim. 29(4) (2015) 803-814], is a subset of E(G) on
which the restriction of any perfect matching M is a forcing set of M .
The minimum possible cardinality of complete forcing sets of G is the
complete forcing number of G. In this article, we discuss the complete
forcing number of rectangular polyominoes (or grids), i.e., the Cartesian
product of two paths of various lengths, and show explicit formulae for
the complete forcing numbers of rectangular polyominoes in terms of the
lengths.
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1 Introduction

The concept of forcing set and forcing number of kekulé structures (i.e.,
perfect matchings) have arisen in the study of resonance theory in the
chemical literature [8, 10] and subsequently in purely graph-theoretical
literature [7]. We refer the interested reader to a recent survey [4] and
the references cited therein.
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Forcing sets and forcing numbers of Kelulé structures of a graph G
with edge set E(G) are defined by the “local” approach, i.e., defined
with respect to a particular Kelulé structure of G. On the other hand,
Klein and Randić [8] proposed the degree of freedom of a graph from the
“global” point of view, defined as the sum of forcing numbers over all
Kelulé structures of a graph, and showed by evidence that the degree of
freedom of a chemical graph actually measures chemical characteristics
of the corresponding modular graphs distinct from those measured by
a couple of common resonance-energy estimators. Combining the “forc-
ing” and “global” ideas, Xu et al. [13] first proposed the concepts of
complete forcing sets and complete forcing number of a graph with re-
spect to Kelulé structures from the “global” point of view (see the next
section for the definitions). To some extent, the complete forcing num-
ber of a graph gives some sort of identification of the minimal amount
of “information” required to specify forcing sets of kekulé structures of
the graph. Recently Xu et al. gave some initial results about complete
forcing sets of a graph, some calculations and algorithms for complete
forcing numbers of some typical graphs [3, 11, 12, 13].

Since the enumeration problem for perfect matchings in general graphs
(even in bipartite graphs) is NP-hard [9], the computation of complete
forcing numbers is very difficult. It is interesting to relate the complete
forcing number of a graph G to some structural properties of G. An
alternative approach is to seek for the ways to express the complete
forcing numbers of composite graphs in terms of their components. In
[13], Xu et al. considered the composite graph G of two catacondensed
benzenoid systems G1 and G2 by identifying an edge with degree-two
endpoints in G1 with an edge of the same type in G2 and express the
complete forcing number of G in terms of the complete forcing numbers
of G1 and G2. Recently, Chan and Xu [3] generalized to the composite
graph of the same type of two general graphs and as its application, gave
a linear-time algorithm for computing the complete forcing numbers of
catacondensed benzenoid systems.

Another important class of composite graphs are Cartesian prod-
ucts G1�G2 of two graphs G1 and G2. For general graphs G1 and G2

there seem to be no simple formulae for the complete forcing number of
G1�G2, but if both G1 and G2 are paths of various lengths, and one of
paths has an even number of vertices, then the complete forcing number
of their Cartesian product G1�G2 can be explicitly expressed in terms
of their lengths, which is the main result of this paper. In fact, such
G1�G2 are a special class of polyominoes (called rectangular polyomi-
noes). If both paths have odd number of vertices, then their Cartesian
product, namely, the corresponding grid graph does not admit perfect
matching, which is not the case under consideration. At the present
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time polyominoes are widely known by mathematicians, physicists and
chemists and have been considered in many different applications [1].

The present paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we
formally define complete forcing sets, the complete forcing number of a
graph, along with other graph-theoretic terms relevant to our subject
and some lemmas which will be used. In Section 3, we give an impor-
tant theorem: Pick’s theorem, and then give and prove our main result:
explicit formulae for complete forcing numbers of rectangular polyomi-
noes. We conclude this article in Section 4, and some problems of further
research are also put forward.

2 Preliminaries

Each graph G with edge set E(G) and vertex set V (G) in this paper
is simple and connected and has perfect matchings. For all terms and
notations used but not defined here we refer the reader to the textbook
[5].

A polyomino (graph) [2] is a connected finite subgraph of the infi-
nite plane grid such that each interior face is surrounded by a regular
square of unit size (called a cell) and each edge belongs to at least one
cell. A polyomino is called rectangular if its outer boundary is exactly
a rectangle with length m − 1 and width n − 1 for two positive in-
tegers m,n (> 2), denoted by Rm,n. Let G1 and G2 be two simple
graphs. Their cartesian product G1�G2 is the graph with vertex set
V (G1) × V (G2) = {(ui, vj) : ui ∈ V (G1), vj ∈ V (G2)} in which two
vertices (u1, v1) and (u2, v2) are adjacent if and only if u1 = u2 and
v1v2 ∈ E(G2), or v1 = v2 and u1u2 ∈ E(G1). An alternative definition
of Rm,n is the Cartesian product of two paths Pm and Pn, where Pi is a
path with i vertices (see Fig. 1 for an example with m = 7 and n = 6).
Denote the vertices in Pm and Pn by {1, 2, ...,m} and {1, 2, ..., n}, re-
spectively. For convenience, Rm,n can be embedded in the plane by
interpreting vertex label as a point in cartesian coordinate system, and
the vertices of Rm,n automatically have notation (i, j). Hence the lower
left corner (i.e., the lower left vertex) has the coordinates (1, 1), and the
upper right corner has the coordinates (m,n). Note that Rm,n is bipar-
tite. In this paper, it is necessary to take that at least one of m and n
is even, otherwise Rn,m has no any perfect matching (see below for the
definition), so we always assume that mn is even.

A perfect matching (or kekulé structure) of a graph is a set of disjoint
edges that covers all vertices of the graph. An edge ofG is termed allowed
if it lies in some perfect matching of G and forbidden otherwise. A graph
G is said to be elementary if all its allowed edges form a connected
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subgraph of G. Note that if a connected bipartite graph is elementary,
then every edge is allowed.

Let S1, S2 be two subsets of a set. The symmetric difference, denoted
by S1 ⊕ S2, of S1 and S2 is the set of elements belonging to exactly one
of S1 and S2.

Let G be a connected graph with a perfect matching. A subgraph H
of G is nice if G− V (H) contains a perfect matching. It is obvious that
an even cycle C of G is nice if and only if C is exactly the symmetric
difference of some two perfect matchings M1 and M2 of G, i.e., C =
M1⊕M2; we call M1∩C and M2∩C two type-edges of C. Alternatively,
each type-edges of a nice cycle C is a perfect matching of C.

For rectangular polyominoes, there is a basic property as follows.

Theorem 1. Let Rm,n be a rectangular polyomino with mn even. Then
Rm,n has a perfect matching and is elementary.

Proof. By the symmetry ofm and n, we assume without loss of generality
that n is even. We define a subset M of edge set of Rm,n: {(i, 2j −
1)(i, 2j) : i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, j = 1, 2, . . . , n2 }. It is obvious that M is a
perfect matching of Rm,n. Now we show that Rm,n is elementary. It is
straightforward in the case m = 2 or n = 2. We assume that m,n > 3
in the following.

First, we construct two new perfect matchings M1 and M2 in Rm,n.
Let C be the boundary of Rm,n. If m equals to 3, then Rm,n\C is exactly
a path of length n−2 with the unique perfect matching, denoted by M ′.
Otherwise Rm,n \ C is exactly Rm−2,n−2. We denote by M ′ the perfect
matching of Rm−2,n−2 constructed similar to M in Rm,n (indicated by
dotted lines in Fig. 1 It is obvious that C is nice. We denote by C1, C2

two type-edges of C, respectively, and then by M1 = C1 ∪M ′, M2 =

Fig. 1: Illustration for the proof of Theorem 1 with rectangular poly-
omino R7,6. M ′ is indicated by dotted lines, part of M is indicated by
bold lines, a group of alternative edges in C is indicated by bold dotted
lines (C1 or C2 in the proof).
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C2∪M ′, respectively. It is obvious that the set of edges M ∪M1∪M2 is
the subset of all allowed edges in Rm,n. Since M ∪M1 ∪M2 consists of
all edges in Rm,n except all horizontal edges other than on C of Rm,n,
it induces a connected subgraph of Rm,n such that adding other allowed
edges to it, which can not make it disconnected any more. Hence Rm,n

is elementary.

Lemma 2. [14] Let G be a plane bipartite graph with more than two
vertices. Then the boundary of each face of G is nice if and only if G is
elementary.

Combined Theorem 1 with Lemma 2, we get

Theorem 3. Let Rm,n be a rectangular polyomino with mn even. Then
each cell boundary in Rm,n is nice.

Let G be a connected graph with edge set E(G) and a perfect match-
ing M . A forcing set of M is a subset of M contained in no other perfect
matchings of G. It follows that the empty set is a forcing set of M if and
only if M is the unique perfect matching of G. A complete forcing set of
G is a subset S of E(G) such that restriction of M to S is a forcing set
of M . Obviously, any set containing a complete forcing set of G, partic-
ularly E(G), is also a complete forcing set of G. A complete forcing set
of the smallest cardinality is called a minimum complete forcing set, and
its cardinality is the complete forcing number of G, denoted by γ(G).

As an illustrative example we consider K4 shown in Fig. 2. It contains
three different perfect matchings: M1 = {e1, e4}, M2 = {e2, e5}, M3 =
{e3, e6}. It is easy to see that the restriction of every perfect matching
M on S = {e1, e2, e3} is a forcing set of M . Hence S is a complete
forcing set of K4. Since the intersection of S and every perfect matching
is nonempty and {M1,M2,M3} is a partition of the edge set of K4, S of
cardinality 3 is a minimum complete forcing set. Hence, γ(K4) = 3.
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Fig. 2: A minimum complete forcing set {e1, e2, e3} in K4 is indicated
by bold lines. Hence γ(K4) = 3.
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We give a sufficient and necessary condition for a complete forcing
set of a connected graph with a perfect matching.

Theorem 4. [13] Let G be a connected graph with edge set E(G) and
a perfect matching. A set S ⊆ E(G) is a complete forcing set of G if
and only if, for any nice cycle C in G, the intersection of S and each
type-edges of C is non-empty.

3 Complete Forcing Number of Rm,n

In this section we give and prove the main result: explicit formulae for
the complete forcing number of Rm,n (i.e., Theorem 8). First, we give
an important theorem (called Pick’s theorem) as follows.

Theorem 5 (Pick’s theorem). [6] Let P be a simple polygon constructed
on a polyomino such that all the polygon’s vertices are polyomino’s ver-
tices, let the number of polyomino’s vertices in the interior of P be i, let
the number of polyomino’s vertices on the boundary of P be b. Then the
area of P is given by

A =
b

2
+ i− 1.

Lemma 6. Let Rm,n be a rectangular polyomino with mn even. Then
γ(Rm,n) ≤ bn2 c(m− 1) + bm2 c(n− 1).

Proof. It is sufficient to give a complete forcing set S of cardinality
bn2 c(m−1)+bm2 c(n−1). First, we give such a set S and then show that
S a complete forcing set.

We define S as (see Fig. 3)

{(2i, j)(2i, j + 1): i = 1, 2, . . . ,
⌊m

2

⌋
, j = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1}

( set of vertical edges)

∪ {(i, 2j)(i+ 1, 2j) : i = 1, 2, . . . ,m− 1, j = 1, 2, . . . ,
⌊n

2

⌋
}.

( set of horizontal edges)

By a direct calculation one can verify that the cardinality of S is
bn2 c(m− 1) + bm2 c(n− 1).

In what follows we prove S is a complete forcing set of Rm,n. By
Theorem 4, it is sufficient to prove S has a nonempty intersection with
both of type-edges of each nice cycle C in Rm,n.

Case 1 C is exactly some regular square in Rm,n.
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Fig. 3: Illustration for construction of a subset S of edges on R6,5 in the
proof of Lemma 6. S is indicated by bold lines.

By the construction of S, we can easily obtain that S shares exactly
two adjacent edges with C, which, hence, belong to different type-edges
of C. So S has a nonempty intersection with both type-edges of C.

Case 2 C is not a cell boundary cycle.
Claim S ∩ E(C) 6= ∅.
We assume to the contrary that S ∩ E(C) = ∅. Let G be the graph

obtained from Rm,n by deleting edges in S, then deleting all pendant
edges (i.e., edges with an endpoint of degree one) and finally deleting all
isolated vertices. Note that G has the similar structure to rectangular
polyominoes, but the only difference is that squares in the former have
side length 2, while ones in the latter has side length 1. Then C is con-
tained completely in G by the assumption. We suppose that C encloses
some region R in the plane, let i be the number of vertices of Rm,n in
the interior of C, b the number of vertices of Rm,n on C, and let A be
the area of R. Then A is divisible by four. Since the reduction of G by
half produces a biparite polynomino G′ and C in G is corresponding to
a cycle G′ of even length, b is divisible by four. By Theorem 5, i is odd.
So Rm,n − V (C) has no perfect matching, which contradicts that C is a
nice cycle.

Let e = uv be an edge in S∩E(C). By the construction of S, at least
one vertex u or v, say u, there are two edges incident to u containing
in S. So C shares two edges incident to u with S, which belong to two
type-edges of C. Hence S has a nonempty intersection with both of
type-edges of C.

Lemma 7. Let Rm,n be a rectangular polyomino with mn even. Then
γ(Rm,n) ≥ bn2 c(m− 1) + bm2 c(n− 1).

Proof. Let S be any complete forcing set of Rm,n. It is sufficient to show
that the cardinality |S| of S is at least bn2 c(m− 1) + bm2 c(n− 1).
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By Theorems 3 and 4, S has a non-empty intersection with each type-
edges of each square h in Rm,n. Hence S contains at least one vertical
(resp. horizontal) edge in h. Since there are (n − 1) (resp. (m − 1))
squares in each row (resp. column) of squares in Rm,n, S contains at
least dn−12 e = bn2 c (resp. dm−12 e = bm2 c) vertical (resp. horizontal) edges
for each row (resp. column) of squares. Note that n or m is possibly odd.
As there are m− 1 rows (resp. n− 1 columns) of squares, S contains at
least bn2 c(m− 1) + bm2 c(n− 1) edges.

Combined Lemmas 6 and 7, we can obtain our main result as follows.

Theorem 8. Let Rm,n be a rectangular polyomino with mn even. Then
the complete forcing number of Rm,n is bn2 c(m − 1) + bm2 c(n − 1), i.e.,
γ(Rm,n) = bn2 c(m− 1) + bm2 c(n− 1).

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we consider complete forcing numbers of rectangular poly-
ominoes and give their explicit formulae in terms of their structural pa-
rameters. Considering Cartesian product of two paths Pn and Pm as
an alternative definition of rectangular polyominoes, the most natural
next step would be to extend the results of Theorem 8 to cylinders and
tori: i.e., to Cartesian product of Pn × Cm and Cn × Cm for nm even,
where Cn is the cycle of length n. One can expect results expressing the
complete forcing numbers of those graphs in terms of their sizes.
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